Posessive pronouns are: My, your, his, her, and its **when used before a noun**, Possessive pronouns are: Mine, yours, his, and hers **when used alone**.

I want to know all about you!

Circle the correct pronoun in each sentence and then fill in the blank with your own answer.

1. What is (my, your) name? (Yours, my) name is ________________.

2. When is (your, my) birthday? (My, his) birthday is ________________.

3. What is (your, its) best friend’s name? (His, her) name is __________.

4. And when is (his, her) birthday? (his, her) birthday is ______________.

5. My favorite subject in school is writing. What is (yours, your)? ________________.

6. Do you like video games, or is (your, her) favorite activity something else? __________.

7. What is your favorite food? (My, mine) is spaghetti. What do you like? ________________.

8. If you could meet any famous person, who would it be? Why do you like (his, her) work? ____________________________.

9. What is (its, your) wish for growing up? I want to be a teacher. ________________.

10. Do you have a pet? What is (its, my) name? ________________________.